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Waste storehouses in old town 

In 2004 city of Tallinn started to 
support the construction of 
waste storehouses with the 
project of “Fix up the courtyard”. 

First waste storehouses were 
constructed in Tallinn in the 
beginning of year 2000.  
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Waste storehouses in Tallinn 

Apartment associations interest of constructing waste storehouses has 
increased every year. The support application in the programme “Fix up the 
courtyard” can be submitted once a year. City of Tallinn intends to continue 
the support of the construction of waste storehouses 

Location of waste storehouse has to be chosen in a way that the waste truck 
could empty the waste containers very easily. Storehouse size must be 
planned according to the number of waste containers. The waste storehouse 
can be built from variety of materials e.g. wood, metal, stone- it is particularly 
important that the waste storehouse suits surrounding milieu 

Since 2006 the city has supported the construction of 40 waste houses in the 
center city.  Waste house prices remain at the price range of 1500-4000 euro, 
Price is variable in relation to the use of different materials and  project sizes 
are different ( depends of habitation size) 

To file an application for support to build a waste house there must me official 
project 
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Waste storehouses in old town 

Metal grid help to 
keep away birds and 
unauthorised persons  
from waste containers 

Miniature solution (lockable waste 
storehouse) 
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Waste storehouse of apartment building 

Building waste storehouse 
should be considered that there 
is used metal grid or thinner 
timbers and there should be 
gaps between. That is all so that 
to avoid vandalizing (graffiti) the 
waste storehouse 

Suitable for courtyards and other 
secured yards 
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Finally 

Provides more esthetic impression. 

Waste storehouses has to be constructed in a way that in the future 
there is an enough space to add extra waste containers if waste 
management requirements change 

Waste holders are more interested of waste storehouses if local 
government supports its construction  

Waste storehouses prevent the waste from flying around and also keep 
away unauthorised persons. 

Waste storehouse is constructed only for waste containers-there is not 
allowed to keep bicycles, baby carriage e.g. 



Project media 

Thank you!  

https://twitter.com/intherwaste

